Introduction {#sec1}
============

The dynamics of lipids and cholesterol in model membranes have been studied both experimentally and computationally as cholesterol is an important cellular and viral membrane component. A large amount of cholesterol is characteristic of cellular microdomains and some viral membranes such as that of HIV-1, which require cholesterol for infection.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ Although it has been demonstrated that lateral diffusivities in model mixed bilayers depend on temperature and composition, the measurement time scale also partially determines these diffusivities. In fact, variations in diffusion coefficients of ≥2 orders of magnitude are a result of the different time scales measured by experiments.^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ Quasi-elastic neutron scattering measures diffusion on the picosecond time scale, while, for instance, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) measure diffusion on longer time scales, showing signatures of Brownian motion. However, a detailed picture of the lateral motion of molecules in a mixed bilayer with cholesterol is still lacking.

Molecular simulation approaches, in particular all-atom molecular dynamics (MD), are suitable for use on model membranes to study diffusion on time scales from picoseconds to microseconds and to observe concerted diffusion of lipids with atomic resolution.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ Previously, lateral diffusion coefficients of lipids, cholesterol, and/or proteins in model membranes have been calculated for time scales of up to 150 ns in cholesterol-free membranes and up to 500 ns in cholesterol-containing membranes with all-atom MD.^[@ref5]−[@ref10]^ Bilayers with a high cholesterol content (up to 50%) have been difficult to study with MD as such large amounts of cholesterol slow molecular diffusion, making it difficult to generate sufficient statistics on typical simulation time scales.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ Therefore, the distributions of membrane components in most MD simulations with cholesterol to date are strongly dependent on initial positions; it is unclear whether any mixed bilayer systems studied with MD have achieved ergodicity. Careful attention is needed for protein-embedded bilayers in which the initial arrangement of lipids and cholesterol around a protein depends on where a user has chosen to insert the protein during the setup of the system. It is therefore also important to understand the requirements for removing initial condition bias when using MD simulations of protein-embedded, cholesterol-containing, mixed-bilayer systems. The computational power necessary to reach beyond microsecond time scales in all-atom MD has only recently become available, giving the opportunity to explore ergodicity in such cholesterol-containing bilayers.

In this paper, three systems of a model membrane composed of ∼50% cholesterol, ∼50% DPPC, and a single α-helical transmembrane protein \[the HIV-1 gp41 transmembrane (TM) domain\] were simulated using all-atom molecular dynamics on the microsecond time scale using the Anton supercomputer.^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ Importantly, Brownian motion was observed for up to 10 μs for a single trajectory, an order of magnitude longer than that previously examined using all-atom MD, and sufficient statistics allowed calculation of all diffusion coefficients. Slower processes were also observed, such as undulations, cholesterol flip-flops, and changes in membrane area, order, and thickness. Despite the length of the trajectories, the membranes did not achieve complete ergodicity; time scales longer than 10 μs seem to be required for complete configurational sampling of bilayers with ∼50% cholesterol and proteins, at least at temperatures between 300 and 310 K. Discrepancies in self-diffusion coefficients are partially attributed to sequence-specific effects and to small thermostating artifacts that cooled systems by a few degrees relative to their set points, highlighting the need for more careful temperature control in microsecond MD, especially in membrane systems.

Computational Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Setup and Equilibration {#sec2.1}
-----------------------

System setup details were published previously.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ Briefly, the system designated WT1 was generated by pulling the α-helical peptide with 27 residues (HIV-1 gp41 TM, 681-KLFIMIVGGLVGLRIVFAVLSIVNRVR-707) into a model bilayer patch of an ∼50/50 (by mole) dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC)/cholesterol mixture generated using the CHARMM-GUI membrane builder.^[@ref16]^ The membrane was cropped into a smaller patch, resulting in a bilayer comprised of 151 DPPC molecules (45.2% by mole) and 183 cholesterol molecules (54.8% by mole). Another initial condition, WT2, was generated by pulling the peptide into a location in the final bilayer different from that of WT1, resulting in a different local lipid composition near the peptide. A mutant system, R694L, was generated from the WT1 system by mutating residue 694 from arginine to leucine. As part of the previous study,^[@ref15]^ all systems were then simulated in the *NPT* ensemble for 300 ns using NAMD.^[@ref17]^ Each of the three systems has ∼58000 atoms. The systems were neutralized and ionized to 0.1 M NaCl. Periodic boundary conditions were used. These systems have dimensions of roughly 80 Å × 80 Å × 80 Å.

Microsecond MD on Anton {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

The WT1, WT2, and R694L systems after 300 ns MD were then run for 9.98, 6.45, and 8.06 μs *NPT* MD, respectively, on the Anton supercomputer, a highly specialized machine specifically built for MD.^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ The CHARMM force field with recent lipid-based corrections and explicit TIP3P water were used.^[@ref18]−[@ref21]^ Verlet integration was applied with a 2 fs time step. Long-range electrostatics were handled with the Gaussian Split Ewald method.^[@ref22]^ The Nosé--Hoover thermostat was set to 310 K because the systems here are models of the HIV-1 viral membrane at body temperature. The Martyna--Tobias--Klein barostat was set to a semi-isotropic pressure of 1 atm.^[@ref23],[@ref24]^ Trajectories were visualized with VMD.^[@ref25]^ The complete set of Anton parameters for WT1 (identical to WT2 and R694L) is given in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

The choice of thermostat is important for accurate dynamics and ensemble sampling, because all thermostats change simulation dynamics to some degree. Thermostats that reinitialize velocities, such as Andersen and Langevin dynamics, generally do not accurately replicate dynamics. Thermostats that rescale velocities, such as Nosé--Hoover and Berendsen thermostats, are usually more accurate at replicating transport properties (although the Berendsen thermostat does not correctly sample the ensemble), but their accuracy also depends on other parameters, like coupling constants, etc.^[@ref26]^ The only thermostat available with the version of Anton software utilized in this paper was the Nosé--Hoover thermostat, which rescales velocities. System center-of-mass (COM) motion is normally removed on the fly to avoid the "flying ice cube" phenomenon, although this does not prevent dumping of energy into rotational motion or large velocities of the individual leaflet COMs. To minimize postprocessing errors and to avoid fictitious forces between monolayers, we did not remove system COM motion during the simulation. This set of conditions led to slight cooling of the WT1, WT2, and R694L systems to 306.7, 302.6, and 302.2 K, respectively \[average of the last microsecond (see Figure S1 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"})\]; this cooling is similar to the flying ice cube effect,^[@ref26]−[@ref28]^ except that the temperatures stabilized instead of continuously decreasing. This artifact can also be seen by comparing system COM versus time (Figure S1 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}); the systems with larger temperature drops (WT2 and R694L) have the greatest COM velocity.

Observables Computed {#sec2.3}
--------------------

Unique water molecules per residue and helix tilt were computed as previously described.^[@ref15]^ Atomic mass density distributions, ρ~*i*~(*x*,*y*,*z*), were computed by histogramming mass into 1 Å^3^ bins from trajectories in which coordinates were shifted to bring the protein *x*,*y*-COM to the *x*,*y*-origin and the membrane *z*-COM to the *z*-origin. All components were then rewrapped into the primary cell. We report integrated forms of this mass density, including atomic density profiles along *z* for molecules within 8 Å of the protein, and lateral density maps of cholesterol hydroxyl oxygen or DPPC phosphorus atoms in the lower leaflets in 4 Å × 4 Å patches. Membrane thickness as a function of lateral position was measured by determining the difference between *z*-COMs of lipid headgroups in upper and lower leaflets in 4 Å × 4 Å patches, averaged over the trajectory for each patch. The tilt angle of cholesterol molecules was measured by the angle between the vector connecting C3 and C17 carbon atoms and membrane normal. The DPPC order parameters (*S*~CD~) were calculated for each tail according towhere θ is the angle between the carbon--hydrogen vector in a lipid acyl chain and bilayer normal.^[@ref29]^ The radial distribution functions *g*(*r*) were calculated using VMD, with a δ of 0.1 Å.^[@ref30]^ Chosen for pair selections were cholesterol hydroxyl oxygen with respect to itself, DPPC phosphate oxygens with respect to cholesterol hydroxyl hydrogen, and DPPC carbonyl oxygens with respect to cholesterol hydroxyl hydrogen.

The lateral self-diffusion coefficient of species *i*, *D*~*i*,lat~, is calculated from the Einstein relation:Here, the sum of mean-square displacements (MSD) runs over all molecules of species *i*, and *r*~*j*~(*t*) refers to a particular molecule's center of mass at time *t*. The angle brackets refer to an average over all time origins resulting in intervals that fit within the trajectory. Measurements were taken for intervals between 1 and 2--5 μs, when the MSD was observed to be linear in time, and with either the bilayer or each monolayer rewrapped to the origin. (For the protein, the intervals were usually 0.1--2.5 μs.) The upper and lower leaflets (UL and LL, respectively) were considered separately. An analogous Einstein relation was used to convert mean-square angular displacements (MSAD) versus time to measurements of species-specific one-dimensional rotational diffusion coefficients, *D*~*i*,rot~.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Peptide Properties on Microsecond Time Scales Consistent with Nanosecond Time Scales {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All-atom models of the transmembrane domain of HIV-1 gp41 in a bilayer with a high cholesterol content were used to explore the dynamics of cholesterol, lipids, and peptides on 6--10 μs MD time scales. Representative system configurations are shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We showed previously that the TM peptide remains α-helical and membrane-spanning for 300 ns, despite solvation of its midspan arginine.^[@ref15]^ Here the systems achieve run times that are \>20 times longer and show that the TM peptide still remains helical and membrane-spanning, as seen in plots of the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of backbone atoms from initial structures (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The wild-type peptides in systems WT1 and WT2 explored up to 3 Å from their initial structures, with intermittent unfolding of the C-terminal residues. The system with a mutant sequence, R694L, had less conformational flexibility than WT1 and WT2 and explored up to 2 Å from its initial structure. The WT1 and WT2 systems solvate their midspan arginines (R694) with water defects that also remain stable on microsecond time scales, and the average number of unique water molecules per residue was consistent with measurements made on the 300 ns time scale (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). To facilitate this solvation, both WT1 and WT2 peptides tilt to allow R694 to snorkel to water and lipid headgroups, as illustrated by the tilt angle traces shown in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B. The R694L system does not need to solvate its midspan leucine and consequently has a smaller tilt. Overall, the properties of TM and its mutant are stable during the trajectories and are consistent with previous, shorter simulations (300 ns).^[@ref15]^

![Representative system configurations at 9.98, 6.45, and 8.06 μs of WT1, WT2, and R694L systems, respectively, rendered in VMD. Lipid headgroups are shown in red vdW and lipid tails in cyan vdW. Cholesterol is shown in yellow vdW, the peptide in orange new cartoon, and residue 694 in orange vdW. For the sake of clarity, lipids and cholesterol molecules in the foreground and all water molecules have been omitted.](jp-2014-07027t_0002){#fig1}

![rmsd of backbone atoms compared to frame 0 in angstroms vs simulation time in microseconds for the (A) WT1, (B) WT2, and (C) R694L systems.](jp-2014-07027t_0003){#fig2}

![(A) Number of unique water molecules within 4 Å of protein vs amino acid averaged over entire MD trajectories. Error bars represent the standard deviation. (B) Helix tilt angle from membrane normal in degrees vs simulation time in microseconds.](jp-2014-07027t_0004){#fig3}

The Membrane Distribution Local to Peptide Changes Slowly {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------------------

These simulations sought to address the extent to which initial condition bias is removed and the extent to which ergodicity is achieved in multiple-microsecond MD simulations of cholesterol-containing bilayers. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows initial and final system snapshots of the lower leaflets viewed along membrane normal in which a selection of DPPC molecules initially within 6 Å of the peptide are colored uniquely, for each of the WT1, WT2, and R694L systems. (These images are of the systems in which the coordinates are centered on the peptide center of mass and rewrapped into the periodic box.) Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows analogous snapshots of cholesterol molecules. These images illustrate that some of the molecules initially surrounding the peptide do indeed leave its immediate vicinity on the microsecond time scale. However, a few lipid and cholesterol molecules that interact with the protein throughout the trajectories remain. This is more evident for WT2 and R694L in the same figures, as the lipids and cholesterol do not diffuse away from the protein as much as they do in WT1. Maps of average cholesterol hydroxyl oxygen mass density in the lower leaflet for protein-centered WT1, WT2, and R694L systems are shown in the top row of Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, while the bottom row shows analogous plots for the DPPC phosphorus atom. The WT1 system has an average uniform distribution of cholesterol. However, WT2 and R694L systems show increased cholesterol density near the proteins. WT1 seems to have increased density representing two DPPC molecules, and WT2 has one DPPC molecule near the protein. The surprising implication of these data is that lipids and cholesterol may effectively form long-lived complexes with peptides that only slowly convert between bound and unbound states.

![DPPC lipid molecules within 6 Å of protein in the lower leaflet in bright colors at the first simulation frame (*t*~i~) and the same molecules at the final simulation frame (*t*~f~). Lipid molecules are colored light gray and cholesterol molecules dark gray. The protein is represented as a black spiral. The blue square represents the *x* and *y* periodic boundary conditions.](jp-2014-07027t_0005){#fig4}

![Cholesterol molecules within 6 Å of protein in the lower leaflet in bright colors at the first simulation frame (*t*~i~) and the same molecules at the final simulation frame (*t*~f~). Cholesterol molecules are colored dark gray, and the protein is represented as a black spiral. Lipid molecules are not shown for the sake of clarity. The blue square represents the *x* and *y* periodic boundary conditions.](jp-2014-07027t_0006){#fig5}

![Maps of average mass (amu) per frame 20 Å from protein in the lower leaflet for WT1, WT2, and R694L. The top row shows cholesterol hydroxyl oxygen mass and the second row DPPC phosphorus mass. The peptides are centered in *x* and *y*, and the azimuthal orientation of the midspan residue (arginine for WT1 and WT2 and leucine for R694L) is aligned along the *x*-axis in each map, as shown by the white arrow in the bottom right panel.](jp-2014-07027t_0007){#fig6}

To more quantitatively assess ergodicity in the systems, the local density of each species, ρ~*i*~(*x*,*y*,*z*), in a protein-centered coordinate system was computed from the MD trajectories. MD simulations that significantly explore configurational space will have ρ~*i*~'s different from those of the starting configurations. This condition is only partially met when considering local density profiles for atoms \<8 Å from the peptide along the membrane normal coordinate. In Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} are shown local density profiles from the initial and final two microseconds of each simulation. Differences among the initial profiles reflect the purposeful choice to begin the simulations with different initial configurations. All three systems have more similar final distributions, with more cholesterol than DPPC density near the peptide in the lower leaflet. Similar graphs corresponding to shorter time intervals show a gradual change from initial to final density profiles for each system. However, the systems do not exhibit the full range of possible local density profiles during the multiple-microsecond trajectories, and it seems this time scale is not sufficiently long for these systems to approach ergodicity.

![Mass density within 8 Å of the protein along membrane normal for cholesterol (red squares), lipid headgroups (cyan circles), and lipid tails (black diamonds) for (A--C) the first 2 μs MD and (D--F) the last 2 μs MD for WT1, WT2, and R694L systems. The orientation of the upper and lower leaflets is noted.](jp-2014-07027t_0008){#fig7}

Although the membrane components changed their distribution near the peptide, the lipid and cholesterol molecules remain randomly distributed in the bilayer and do not cluster, as determined by radial distribution functions *g*(*r*) over time (data not shown). Figure S2 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} shows the average *g*(*r*) for various atomic pairs for the three systems; they are essentially identical between systems for all atomic sets and are consistent with those from similar, previous studies.^[@ref31]^

Diffusion Coefficients from Microsecond Simulations Are Comparable to Those from Experiments {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sufficient statistics of 6.45--9.98 μs MD allowed analysis of the lateral diffusion of the components of protein-embedded membranes with a high cholesterol content. The mean-square displacements of the lipids (by leaflet), cholesterol (by leaflet), and protein were measured over time on the unwrapped trajectories and are shown in Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A--C for leaflet-centered and Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}D--F for bilayer-centered unwrapping, respectively. At short times, ballistic motion is present and diffusive motion occurs between 100 ns and 1 μs. Using Einstein's relation, the lateral self-diffusion coefficients (*D*~*i*,lat~) are listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and are on the order of 10^--9^ cm^2^/s. The fit to linear regimes is shown in Figure S3 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. Even though WT1 and WT2 are replicas, WT1 exhibits 3-fold faster diffusion in the upper leaflet for both DPPC and cholesterol and 5-fold faster diffusion in the lower leaflet for DPPC and cholesterol, compared to that of WT2. In all three systems, the upper leaflet has diffusion coefficients higher than those of the lower leaflet. The diffusion coefficients were calculated two different ways based on the postprocessing of the trajectories. It is suggested measurements of lipid displacements should be taken after bilayer COM has been removed, because measurements after removal of leaflet COM tend to underestimate diffusion coefficients.^[@ref8],[@ref32]^ Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} show data from both methods, to determine the extent of system size effects. Previous MD has shown that the difference between these two methods decreases as system size increases.^[@ref8],[@ref32]^ Diffusion coefficients measured here based on bilayer COM removal are 1.1--1.8 times larger than those measured after monolayer COM removal, indicating some system size dependence. Also, the diffusion coefficients measured after bilayer COM removal have slightly smaller differences between leaflets. Even though the number of lipids and cholesterol in these simulations (334 total) is larger than the number in the largest systems with insignificant system size dependence in the cited studies, the high concentration of cholesterol here may increase the correlation length of the lipids.

![Log--log plots of mean-square displacements vs time for DPPC, cholesterol (excluding flip-flops), and the gp41 TM α-helix. The displacements measured after monolayer COM motion was removed are graphed in panels A--C and after bilayer COM motion was removed in panels D--F. In panels A, B, D, and E, "UL" and "LL" refer to upper and lower leaflets, respectively. Panels C and F both show a sudden drop in diffusivity from 10^3^ to 10^4^ caused by the lack of statistics for the peptide at long time scales.](jp-2014-07027t_0009){#fig8}

###### Lateral Diffusion Coefficients (×10^--9^ cm^2^/s)

                    monolayer COM removed   bilayer COM removed                                                               
  ----------------- ----------------------- --------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
  protein           LL                      1.50                  0.87           0.30           1.83           0.63           0.20
  DPPC              UL                      7.49                  2.71           0.95           9.03           3.03           1.31
                    LL                      4.98                  1.01           0.41           6.30           1.32           0.74
  cholesterol       UL                      8.90                  2.90           1.20           9.98           3.20           1.54
                    LL                      6.50                  1.34           0.47           7.62           1.60           0.77
  temperature (K)                           306.7 ± 1.22          302.6 ± 1.22   302.2 ± 1.24   306.7 ± 1.22   302.6 ± 1.22   302.2 ± 1.24

The lateral self-diffusion coefficients measured here compare reasonably well with those from experiments, which can also be highly variable. Experimental measurements of lateral diffusion of components in model bilayers depend on the temperature, lipid phase, lipid composition, cholesterol content, protein content, ion concentration, hydration level, and time scale of measurement. Although the time scale of NMR might not be appropriate for comparison here, Scheidt et al. used PFG MAS (^1^H pulsed field gradient magic angle spinning) NMR spectroscopy on 50% DPPC/50% cholesterol bilayers at 309 K and measured values of 33 × 10^--9^ cm^2^/s for DPPC and 37 × 10^--9^ cm^2^/s for cholesterol.^[@ref33]^ Our results are within 1 order of magnitude of those of Scheidt et al. and agree qualitatively in that DPPC has a diffusion coefficient lower than that of cholesterol. Filippov et al. measured diffusion using NMR on bilayers composed of 58% DPPC and 42% cholesterol, resulting in *D*~*i*,lat~ values for DPPC of 25 and 75 × 10^--9^ cm^2^/s at 308 and 313 K, respectively.^[@ref34]^ Diffusion of 50% DPPC and 50% cholesterol at room temperature measured using FCS by Scherfeld et al. yielded a diffusion coefficient of 4.5 × 10^--9^ cm^2^/s for the dye.^[@ref35]^ In addition to the conditions listed above, computational measurements of lateral diffusion also depend on force field, system size, MD parameters, simulation length, and area per lipid. Falck et al. simulated 100 ns MD of 50% DPPC and 50% cholesterol at 323 K, which yielded a *D*~*i*,lat~ of 2 × 10^--9^ cm^2^/s for both DPPC and cholesterol, although the authors cautioned about the accuracy of diffusion measurements for systems with 50% cholesterol on the 100 ns time scale.^[@ref11]^ The diffusion coefficients measured here are comparable to both experimental and computational measurements of diffusion, although it is difficult to directly compare them.

The mean-square angular displacements are shown in Figure S4 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. From these, we extract species rotational diffusion constants *D*~*i*,rot~, which are also reported in Table S1 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. *D*~*i*,rot~ shows system-to-system and leaflet-to-leaflet trends identical to those of *D*~*i*,lat~; for instance, WT1 has orientational diffusivity for all components faster than those in the WT2 and R694L systems.

Examination of Interdependent Variables That Manifest the Intersystem Discrepancies in *D*~*i*,lat~ {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As mentioned in [Computational Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"}, use of specific MD parameters (Nosé--Hoover thermostat and no removal of system COM velocity) resulted in cooling of the three systems from the 310 K set point to 306.7, 302.6, and 302.2 K \[WT1, WT2, and R694L, respectively (Figure S1 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"})\]. The system-to-system trends in *D*~*i*,lat~ and *D*~*i*,rot~ directly correlate to the observed temperature in each system, with the coolest systems showing the lowest diffusivities and with the differences between WT1 and WT2 being generally larger than those between WT2 and R694L. The temperature differences during the simulation result in changes in unit cell area, lipid order parameters, membrane thickness, and, as discussed, diffusion. The other interdependent variables are now examined.

The WT1 system has a stable total unit cell area for the entire trajectory, as shown in Figure S5 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}, of ∼69 nm^2^. (Because the membranes contain two components and a protein, determining the area per lipid is not trivial. The total unit cell area, from periodic boundary conditions employed in MD, is useful for looking at changes in membrane area.) This correlates with the stable system temperature of WT1 (Figure S1 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Both the WT2 and R694L systems take ∼3 μs to relax into a smaller unit cell area of ∼64 nm^2^. This is a result of the systems adjusting to lower simulation temperatures. Also evident in Figure S5 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} are instances in which the R694L system exhibits a much smaller area, corresponding to trajectory segments where the membrane experiences undulatory motions. These undulations have been seen in other microsecond simulations, and the undulations increase the difference between the "true" area and the unit cell area.^[@ref36]^ Interestingly, mean-square displacement measurements taken during and after undulatory motions of R694L show the same spread of MSDs for the undulations and undulation-free sections. No pattern was discernible, even when the curvature of the undulations was taken into account. Apparently, these undulations do not significantly affect diffusion in the R694L system.

Lipid order parameters (*S*~CD~) of DPPC also reflect the temperature change and resultant unit cell area shrinkage. *S*~CD~ was averaged for each leaflet over the whole trajectory for each system and is shown in Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The *S*~CD~ data here are similar to those from other studies with shorter durations with similar lipid compositions.^[@ref31]^ Both leaflets of WT1 have lipid order parameters lower than those of the other systems' leaflets over the entire trajectories. Also, the WT1 upper leaflet has an *S*~CD~ lower than that of the WT1 lower leaflet. These trends correspond inversely with the trends seen in the diffusion coefficients. The WT1 upper leaflet has the lowest *S*~CD~ and also has the fastest diffusion. This trend also occurs for the WT2 and R694L leaflets. R694L has the highest *S*~CD~ (is the most ordered) and has the slowest dynamics. The systems also show changes in lipid order on the microsecond time scale. For example, the DPPC lipids in the upper leaflet of the R694L system are more ordered from 2 to 8.02 μs, than during the first 2 μs, as seen in Figure S6 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. This correlates with the change in the R694L bilayer to a different configuration at a lower temperature and a smaller total unit cell area, as discussed above. Figure S7 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} shows that the levels of order of both leaflets in WT2 also increase compared to the first 2 μs. The level of order of the upper leaflet of WT1 increases from 4 to 6 μs but then returns to its initial value, as seen in Figure S8 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

![DPPC order parameters for each chain, averaged over the entire trajectory. "UL" and "LL" refer to upper and lower leaflets, respectively.](jp-2014-07027t_0010){#fig9}

As expected, the membrane thickness also correlates with the lipid order parameters and unit cell area. The average distance between the headgroups of DPPC in the lower and upper leaflets in 4 Å × 4 Å lateral squares was histogrammed for each system, as shown in Figure S9 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. WT1, the more disordered system, has a smaller median membrane thickness. The more ordered systems, WT2 and R694L, have larger membrane thicknesses.

The ∼4 K difference in simulation temperatures between the WT1 system and the WT2 and R694L systems resulted in differences in both diffusion and membrane area. The cooler systems (WT2 and R694L) have ∼10-fold slower diffusion and 5% smaller membrane areas. The lower temperature results in more ordered systems. These trends among diffusion, membrane order, area, and thickness have been seen in other systems, as well, and our simulations support those observations.^[@ref37]^ Here, they were the result of choosing to operate the thermostat in such a way as to determine the true displacements and reduce the likelihood of fictitious interleaflet motion. These small temperature decreases also emphasize the extreme sensitivity of diffusion measurements in nearly similar systems.

Speculation about the Interleaflet Discrepancies in Self-Diffusion Coefficients {#sec3.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All systems consistently exhibited higher diffusivities in the upper leaflet (which houses the N-terminus of the peptide) than in the lower leaflet. Systems WT1 and WT2 displayed a stable water defect on microsecond time scales because of solvation of the midspan arginine and the consequently larger tilt angle of the WT peptide compared to that of the R694L peptide. Slower self-diffusion in the lower leaflets relative to the upper leaflets cannot necessarily be attributed to the water defect because the R694L system also displayed the interleaflet discrepancy and did not contain a water defect. The two terminal arginines, via specific interactions with lipids and cholesterol, may have effectively lowered the self-diffusion coefficients for lipids and cholesterol in the lower leaflets relative to those in the upper leaflets. We have not performed multiple-microsecond simulations to address this hypothesis; however, previous 300 ns simulations of the systems add support. Previously,^[@ref15]^ 300 ns *NPT* MD of WT1, WT2, and R694L in an ∼50/50 DPPC/cholesterol bilayer were compared to 300 ns of a protein-free bilayer control of the same composition. *S*~CD~ values by leaflet for the protein-containing systems show interleaflet discrepancies over the trajectories, indicating their presence before simulation for many microseconds on Anton (Figure S10 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). However, the protein-free control has similar *S*~CD~ values for both its upper and lower leaflets over 300 ns (Figure S10 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). The specific sequence of the peptide seems to manifest differences between the leaflets. Computational resources for microsecond MD are limited, so we have not yet been able to investigate specific residues. The sequences of the 13 C-terminal residues of the three peptides are the same and contain two C-terminal arginines, which may help order the bilayer.

Examination of Rare Cholesterol Flip-Flop Events {#sec3.6}
------------------------------------------------

Three cholesterols attempted to "flip-flop" from one leaflet to the other in the simulations. (There were no lipid molecules that attempted to flip-flop.) The *z*-position over the trajectory of these three cholesterols is shown in Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}A--C. WT1 has one cholesterol that quickly switches leaflets in ∼30 ns (panel A) and one cholesterol that reaches the membrane interface but becomes "stuck" for more than 2 μs before returning to its original leaflet (panel B). The cholesterols in WT1 are able to enter a leaflet when their tilt angle becomes sufficiently large. For the cholesterol in panels A and D, it tilts 0.5 ns before a change in *z*-position; the tilt increases until it reaches a maximum 15 ns before it reaches the other leaflet. This qualitatively agrees with the PMF of cholesterol flip-flop in DPPC calculated by Jo et al. in that the cholesterol prefers to tilt first before moving to the membrane interface.^[@ref38]^ The cholesterol in panels B and E does not tilt first but moves to the membrane interface. It remains there for more than 2 μs and then tilts 75 ns before it reaches its original leaflet from the membrane interface. None of the cholesterols in WT2 attempt to flip-flop. In R694L, one cholesterol is stuck at the membrane interface for the majority of the simulation, perhaps because it does not achieve a sufficiently large tilt at first. Eventually, it returns to its original leaflet after changes in tilt (panels C and F).

![*Z*-Positions of oxygen atoms vs simulation time of two cholesterol molecules from WT1 (A and B) and one cholesterol molecule from R694L (C) that flip-flop during the trajectories. (D--F) Tilts of the cholesterol ring with respect to membrane normal vs simulation time, corresponding to cholesterol molecules in panels A--C, respectively.](jp-2014-07027t_0011){#fig10}

These rare events suggest that if a cholesterol does not immediately increase its tilt by \>150° and flip-flop to the other leaflet, it will remain in the membrane interface for a significant amount of time. The nanosecond to microsecond flip-flop events here do not agree with the faster and more numerous events during a 15 μs simulation by Choubey et al.,^[@ref39]^ although we have a much higher percentage of cholesterol, which may increase the free energy barrier to flip-flop.^[@ref40]^ However, both the nanosecond and microsecond time scales are considered fast for cholesterol flip-flop compared to those in experiments, and disagreement between experiments and simulations of cholesterol flip-flop times, like with membrane diffusion, is not too surprising because there may not always be an overlap in time scales between them. The force field used here, CHARMM36, may not adequately be able to handle parallel orientations of cholesterol in the membrane interface.^[@ref38]^ An update to the cholesterol force field parameters improved accuracy in this regard;^[@ref41]^ however, we were not able to use this updated force field on Anton.

The three cholesterol molecules identified as flip-floppers were excluded from the intraleaflet mean-square displacement calculations, and the lateral self-diffusion coefficients listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} reflect these exclusions. Excluding the two flip-flops in WT1 decreased the coefficient from 6.53 to 6.50 × 10^--9^ cm^2^/s in cholesterol diffusion in the lower leaflet. The diffusion coefficient in the lower leaflet of R694L decreased by more than half (from 1.02 to 0.47 × 10^--9^ cm^2^/s) as the quick movement of the trapped cholesterol (as shown in Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}C) was removed from the MSD measurement. Clearly, differences in the flip-flops between the systems did not significantly contribute to the interleaflet discrepancies of the self-diffusion coefficients discussed previously.

Conclusion {#sec4}
==========

Microsecond-long simulations of peptide-containing membranes with ∼50% cholesterol and ∼50% DPPC allowed observation of diffusion of lipids, cholesterol, and protein at an order of magnitude longer than that of previous all-atom MD. The diffusion coefficients measured (on the order of 10^--9^ cm^2^/s) were consistent with experiments; however, there was variation among the three systems because of simulation temperature differences of 0.4--4.5 K. The lower leaflets in the three systems were more ordered and were slower than the corresponding upper leaflets, possibly because of the specific sequence of the peptide, which contains two C-terminal arginines.

Other trends observed agree with those from previous experiments. For example, we also observed a correlation between an increased level of DPPC tail order and decreased diffusivities. Also, we observed that the diffusivity of cholesterol is greater than that of DPPC because of its smaller size, even in ∼50% composition bilayers. The systems here have the same membrane compositions and show for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, that small temperature differences during microsecond simulations can result in significant changes in area, thickness, DPPC order, and diffusivity, at least around temperatures between 300 and 310 K. Therefore, temperature control for microsecond simulations of membranes is extremely important. The lipid composition near the protein did change from their initial condition but did not explore the full range of profiles. Therefore, the simulations here also suggest that membranes with a high cholesterol content require longer than microsecond simulations to approach ergodicity. For instance, a recent umbrella sampling calculation of the binding of a small peptide to a bilayer required windows of 4 μs.^[@ref42]^ It seems more research on model membranes on longer time scales is needed before equilibrium properties of model bilayers can be related to cellular and viral membranes.

Rotational diffusion coefficients (Table S1), simulation temperature versus time (A) and system COM velocity versus time (B) (Figure S1), *g*(*r*) values for several atomic pairs (Figure S2), plot of MSD versus time showing linear fits (Figure S3), plot of MSAD versus time (Figure S4), plot of unit cell area versus time and a snapshot of R694L undulation (Figure S5), *S*~CD~ versus carbon number at 2 μs intervals for R694L (Figure S6), *S*~CD~ versus carbon number at 2 μs intervals for WT2 (Figure S7), *S*~CD~ versus carbon number at 2 μs intervals for WT1 (Figure S8), membrane thickness histograms (Figure S9), *S*~CD~ for shorter simulations of WT1, WT2, R694L, and a protein-free control (Figure S10), and Anton configuration parameters. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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